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40 JOINT STATEMENT OF THE SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL, 
THE LIBERAL INTERNATIONAL AND THE INTERNATIONAL 

DEMOCRAT UNION ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEMOCRACY 

This is the 50th anniversary of the United 
Nations. While noting our important 
philosophical differences on other 
matters and noting the joint statement 
made by three of the political 
Internationals in Vienna in June 1993, we 
wish to affirm our steadfast and 
unanimous commitment to democracy, 
to the universal and indivisible nature of 
human rights, and to the vital link 
between democracy, development and 
rights. Democracy is both a form of 
government and a type of society. 
Representative political institutions 
cannot flourish in a society where human 
rights are not an integral part of everyday 
life. And human rights, grounded on the 
equal claim to dignity of all human 
beings, can be best protected by 
governments chosen through free and fair 
elections. 

We strongly reaffirm our support for 
the principles enshrined in the 
International Bill of Human Rights and 
urge all countries that have not ratified 
the International Covenant on Social, 
Economic and Cultural Rights and the 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights to 
do so. We further recognise the 
importance of promoting women's rights 
as human rights and affirm that cultural 
and traditional practices cannot be 
invoked to deny women their 
internationally recognised human rights. 
While acknowledging the importance of 
economic development, a lack of 
economic development cannot be 
invoked to justify the abridgement of 
human rights. Human rights, democracy 
and development ought to be seen as 
complementary processes. 

Underlying our view of democracy is 
our strong commitment to civil society, 
that vast range of private and public 
endeavours which exist apart from the 
state. Democratic civil societies are 
characterised by a wide range of political, 
civil, social, economic and cultural rights 
and an atmosphere of tolerance. Taking 
part in public affairs and government is a 
basic human right. By exercising their full 
range of rights, citizens are able to freely 
choose their own governments. 
Competitive political parties are· the 
principal means by which citizens may 
directly shape the nature of their state 
institutions and determine their public 
policy priorities. 

During the conference we were 
particularly preoccupied by the following 

issues and make these recommendations: 

1. Noting that impunity from
prosecution constitutes an important 
obstacle to the full recognition of human 
rights in many countries where massive 
violations of human rights have occurred 
and the inadequacy of ad hoc 
arrangements, we urge states to finally 
take a decision on the establishment of a 
permanent international criminal court 
to bring those who have violated 
international human rights or 
humanitarian law to justice. The cycle of 
violence must be broken and the rule of 
law must be established. Democracy 
cannot be built on impunity. 

2. Recognising that there is no
automatic positive relationship between 
trade and human rights, or economic 
growth and democratisation, we call upon 
democratic governments to vigorously 
pursue both trade and human rights, and 
to understand that democratic practices 
and development ought to be integral 
parts of the same process. 

3. Noting the progress made at the
Vienna World Conference on Human 
Rights in bringing women's rights into 
the mainstream of United Nations 
activities, and applauding the role played 
by women's groups and other non
governmental organisations at recent UN 
conferences, we deplore the decision of 
the Chinese government to restrict the 
access of NGOs to the Fourth World 
Conference on Women by moving the 
NGO Forum to a location that will make 
communication with the government 
conference extremely dificult and by 
denying access to some human rights 
groups. 

4. Looking towards the G7 Summit to 
be held in Halifax in June that will be 
exploring reforms to the international 
financial institutions, we call upon heads 
of government to show leadership by 
encouraging greater transparency of the 
international financial institutions, 
whose commitment to good governance 
should include clear and precise human 
rights impact assessments as part of 
development and structural adjustment 
programmes. 

5. Appalled by the rise of violence,
racism, anti-Semitism and extremist 
political parties in both developed and 
developing countries, we urge 
governments and political parties 
everywhere to promote a climate of 

tolerance and moderation and to 
condemn extremism in all its forms. 

6. Noting the continuing gap
between the recognition and realisation 
of human rights and further noting that 
only 82 countries have ratified the 
Optional Protocol to the Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights, we urge 
members of the United Nations to ratify 
existing individual complaint 
mechanisms for human rights treaties and 
to consider adding protocols to the 
International Covenant on Social, 
Economic and Cultural Rights and to the 
Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Discrimination Against Women. 

7. Horrified by extraordinarily high
levels of civilian casualties in
contemporary wars and by the
destruction wrought by conventional
arms, we call upon the United Nations to
strengthen the UN Register of
Conventional Arms so as to work towards
a more effecti,•e international regulation
of the arms trade and to ban land mines.

8. Recognising that human rights
workers often ris.· their lives to defend 
internationally recognised human rights, 
we reiterate our call for the rapid adoption 
of a Declaration on the Protection of 
Human Rights Defenders, and commit 
ourselves to do whatever is in our power 
to ensure that human rights activists 
enjoy the rights to freedom of expression, 
assembly and association. 

9. oting the inadequacy of UN
human rights mechanisms, we add our 
voices to those calling for reform of the 
UN institutions to make them more 
effective, representative and accountable 
for the twenty-first century. 

As political Internationals with a 
common commitment to human rights 
and democracy, we undertake to 
cooperate with each other by sharing 
information on human rights matters, by 
collaborating on missions to observe 
human rights and elections and by 
working towards the adoption of 
common standards for free and fair 
elections. 

We express our appreciation to the 
International Centre for Human Rights 
and Democratic Development for 
initiating this meeting and to the many 
human rights non-governmental 
organisations who shared their 
experiences and insights with us during 
this conference. 
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WOMEN'S EMPLOYMENT IN CENTRAL 

AND EASTERN EUROPE 

Dr. Alena Nesporova 

Introduction 
The economic and social transformation that the former communist countries are currently 
undergoing is supported by the vast majority of the population. However, the first successes 
in this process are still accompanied by hardship for large social groups. Particularly hard hit 
in comparison with the pre-transition period are economically non-active persons, as well as 
workers with less bargaining power and families with many children, despite the efforts of 
governments in the region to try at least partially to compensate for their greater degree of 
social vulnerability. 

It is also true, however, that the deteriorating economic and social position of such groups 
is partly caused by their lack of experience in asserting their rights by democratic means in 
the newly emerging democracies. This is something which must rapidly be learned: how to 
group together and to develop politically effective organisations; how to reach an 
understanding of the problems from which the group is suffering; how to formulate the main 
goals to be achieved and to elaborate a clear strategy; what means to use to convince the 
public and decision-makers about the justice of their goals and to gain their support; how to 
prepare a concrete programme of action and to work well together for its successful 
implementation. Women constitute one such disadvantaged group. 

Factor's affecting women's employment in the transition period 
Political takeovers in 1989 and 1990 changed the situation in the labour markets of central 
and eastern Europe completely: excessive demand for labour rapidly turned into a supply 
surplus. Employment began to fall as a consequence of economic recession and the attempts 
of struggling enterprises to reduce labour costs. Open unemployment appeared for the first 
time for more than 40 years. 

These developments had been expected. However, many analysts assumed that 
employment reductions in overcrowded sectors like agriculture or industry would be largely 
absorbed by technologically advanced industries and by services. Most unemployment 
should thus be of a structural character. In their opinion, the very high participation rate of 
the working age population could also be partially reduced by increasing the comparatively 
low retirement age, by the voluntary (and temporary) withdrawal of many women with 
children from the labour market, or by their switch to part-time employment. In any case, 
open unemployment was likely to affect women much more than men as employers replaced 
them by men even in traditionally 'female' industries. 

The industries most hard hit by the economic recession included the textile and garment 
industries, footwear and leather, the manufacture of electrical and optical equipment, and 
agriculture, all of them employing primarily female workers. On the other hand, many kinds 
of services undergoing rapid development offered jobs for women. A smooth transition from 
declining sectors to expanding services was, however, hindered by skill mismatches and the 
retraining necessary for the acquisition of new skills. 

All the countries of central and eastern Europe urgently needed to rationalise their social 
expenditure in order to prevent large budget deficits. This expenditure concerned among 
other things the provision of free or low-cost child care. Furthermore, many enterprises were 
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Hillary Clinton, 

Merete Hansen, 

Boutros Boutros-Ghali 

Inge S¢gaard is the Equal Rights 
Consultant of the Commission for 

Equality of the Danish Social 
Democratic Party 

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY AT THE 

SOCIAL SUMMIT 

Inge Sogaard 

On 8 March 1995, International Women1s Day, a moving ceremony took place at the 
World Summit for Social Development in Copenhagen: in the presence of UN 
Secretary-General, Boutros Boutros-Ghali and First Lady Hillary Clinton, 91 year-old 
Merete Hansen was invited to address delegates to commemorate the founding of 
International Women1s Day in Copenhagen in 1910. This took place at the 2nd 
International Socialist Women1s Congress at which Merete Hansen, then aged six, was 
present with her parents, leading Danish socialists, Nina and Gustav Bang. She 
remembers clearly her parents' pleasure at the political success and festive atmosphere 
of the meeting. 

Also participating in the 1910 congress were 99 women from 17 countries, amongst 
others Clara Zetkin from Germany and Alexandra Kollentaj from Russia. Clara 
Zetkin's proposal to establish an international women's day to honour the movement 
for women's rights and freedom and to help achieve universal suffrage for women was 
adopted. The other main themes of the conference were international cooperation 
amongst socialist women, votes for women and women's night-time working. Nina 
Bang played a central role in the congress as the organiser from the host country. 

Nina Bang was born into a middle-class family in 1866. She studied history at 
Copenhagen University as one of a handful of women students. There she met Gustav 
Bang, whom she married in 1895. Together they worked successfully to promote 
socialism throughout the country and campaigned to improve the living conditions 
of working class people. Nina Bang's political thinking was based on the class struggle 
rather than one of equality of the sexes but she was naturally very active in the 
women's movement, fighting for women's rights. Merete Hansen remembers her 
mother standing out as a role model for Danish women in the first decades of this 
century. 

In 1913 she was elected a member of Copenhagen City Council, where she served 
until 1917. Then in 1924 she was appointed the first woman minister in Denmark and 
also in the world, becoming Minister for Education in the first social-democratic led 
government in Denmark. 

Merete Hansen's presence at the Social Summit, in the midst of the hectic business 
of a major UN conference, was a source of great pride and joy for socialist women, 
symbolising recognition of the cause of women's rights throughout the world. 
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GERTRUDE MONGELLA LOOKS AHEAD 
TO THE BEIJING CONFERENCE 

What do you consider to be the most Important question to be addressed at 
Beijing? 

The most important question in Beijing is that of action and follow-up. The issues 
·•;e are discussing are not new to all of us, the critical issues, the obstacles to women.
�e Beijing conference must be able to mobilise the commitment of governments,
. ·Gos and society to take action. We need commitment, as well as a mechanism for
:mplementation. Because after we say "Okay, women suffer the most, and the mass

edia should know that", who is going to do something about it? What are the 
mechanisms? Do we have the resources in place to implement the platform of 
action? Because if we don't, then how are we going to build the resources? These are 
some of the questions that need to be addressed beyond just having the event of a 
conference that identifies the problems but does not give Fhe solutions. 

Do you think the Nairobi conference was effective In terms of the follow-up? 
Yes. The evaluation done in 1990, which actually resulted in the decision to 

convene the Fourth World Conference, clearly shows that the 1990s was a slow 
period of implementation. So, this time, we have to be on top of the situation so we 
can speed up the implementation. A lot of work has been done since Nairobi: we 
have seen an increase in governments' attempts to establish women's ministries. 

There are eleven critical areas of concern identified for Beijing. If you were to 
choose what you consider the single most pressing one, which would this be? 

Actually, that's dangerous because if you look at those issues carefully, as well as the 
draft platform, you will see the inter-relationship of these different areas of concern. 
Take media as an example. Having a strong media is not enough-you have to get into 
'the whole question of education. If the majority of women remain illiterate, they will 
never be able to appreciate the message carried in the newspapers. So, you may have 
a very strong tool but no one to use it. Because of the inter-relationship between all 
these issues, if you combine these issues in your activities to eliminate more than one 
critical area of concern at a time, so much the better. 

What are the results of the regional platforms of action from the five continents? 
All the regional platforms have been important in helping the secretariat see the 

reflections of the different regions. The stress differs from region to region and the 
regional platforms show us that diversity. Take for example, education: the stress in 
the developing countries is on basic education and literacy, but in the more 
developed regions, they have reached a stage where they look at how technology and 
scientific development bear on the education of women. One thing we have 
discovered is that the problems of women are similar: all the regions have problems 
related to the eleven identified areas of concern. The difference is in how they look at 
these problems. I think we are not going to have a single solution. The problem of a 
rural woman is different from that of the urban dweller. So you have to apply the 
prind le to fit the environment you're in. What concerns women in Canada is not 
the e e concerns of women in the Cook Islands. While the woman in Kenya 
:s loo'.·; o wash the dishes, our sister in Canada is looking for a 
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Gertrude Monge Ila of Tanzania 
is the Secretary-General of the 
Fourth World Conference on 

Women, to be held in Beijing in 
September 1995. Here we reproduce 

an interview published by Isis 
International. 
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But which continent is the most affected? Africa or .. 7 
No! If you stereotype regions, you might see that the most developed regions must 

be doing better. But take Japan, which is the most economically powerful country, but 
where women have very low status in society. Now, how do you explain that? Some 
people think that Muslim countries are more oppresive to women. But if you take the 
statistics of elected women leaders, they are highest in Muslim countries. What 
explanation do you have? If you take women as the only factor, what makes a 
country like Tanzania have the same level of political representation of women (about 
ten per cent) as Canada? We must look at the facts rather than the stereotypes and 
the mass media must also help to bring these out. The assumptions that have divided 
the world between South and North can only be used as categories to help us know 
where we belong. But otherwise we have to use that diversity and see how we can use 
it to create the strength of women to fight for equality. 

What do you envisage your role to be after the Beijing conference? 
That will depend on the decision of the UN-how the UN wants to see the follow-up 

process. As an individual, I am prepared in whatever capacity, whether within my 
own government or the UN or anywhere, to sit down as a teacher and say "The 
platform is the curriculum". I want to break down the platform into a syllabus, into a 
lesson plan, and finally arrive at the implementation of it. I think most of the time 
we don't bother after a conference to see that this is translated into definite courses of 
action. We've only started at getting a document. Maybe, after Beijing, we will need 
to sit down and break this down to the last point of implementation. 

Much has been written and said about the UN '.s commitment to Improving the 
status of women. From your personal view, how good an example Is the UN In terms 
of promoting equality? 

It's not the best example. It's far from being the best example because the UN is 
made up of governments-these same governments which have marginalised women, 
which have never solved the problems we are discussing in the UN. The UN is just a 
reflection of governments. But one good thing about the UN is that it has mobilised 
these same governments to discuss these issues four times. If the UN did not create 
such fora, would we be able to meet and discuss these issues? Everybody will be 
struggling in her own country or region. But in 1975, 1980, 1985 and now in 1995, 
the UN has created an opportunity for people to come together to discuss one 
agenda-women. But the UN itself has very few women in decision-making positions. 
I think less than 20 per cent. So we are pushing to make sure that the UN reflects on 
itself, that it is committed to looking for resources for the programmes designed for 
the advancement of women. A conducive working situation for women must also be 
created. All the things we are saying to governments do apply to the UN. 

Apart from NGOs, is there any other way by which you can check and balance the 
representation of women In the various governments? 

I think that depends on each country. In Nairobi, I led the Tanzanian delegation: 
those who came from government and those who came from the NGO Forum worked 
together. There is nothing wrong with government and NGOs working together. Some 
people say NGOs want to have autonomy ... that's up to them. But women should 
avoid having a rift. The moment you create rifts among yourselves, you lose the 
strength to struggle. We can say the government has its own way of working and the 
NGOs have theirs, but that does not give an excuse for a split. 

How do you envisage the position of women in the 21st century? 
That will depend on what we women want. I have always said that women who 

expect too much must be invited to Beijing. I think it's time to change things. 
Political power, even among men, is a struggle. Men don't invite each other into 
power. Have you ever seen one president inviting another to be president? They don't 
do that. Do you expect men to come and just invite us to get into parliament? We 
must learn that to get into decision-making, we must learn to struggle. 
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